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[ftAASHlD NEHAL] 
STATEMsarr OF INTENT 
Chapter I presents the general discussion on the current, 
research in Written Communication theory and classroom 
writing pedagogy particularly in ESL context. Following thu 
multiplicity of approaches to writing, discussion centres on 
process writing with reference to the current spate of 
studies in CLT (Communicative Language Teaching), It also 
points out the student/teacher error perceptions in writing. 
Chapter II relates to the survey of error editing/feedbacJc 
in written communication theory. Reviewing the strategie/j 
for error-specific approaches, the study discusses tho 
nature of mode of feedback in classroom writing both in 
native and non native context. Editing and writing proces.s 
is viewed as an integrated activity. Reformulation feedback 
strategy is used as a stimulus for the proposed experiment. 
Chapter III outlines the formulation, design of the 
experiment on the basis of data elicited on editing procesu 
of basic writers in varying conditions; on different tasks. 
The focus of the analysis is on the editing process ol 
second language undergraduates at JN College, Pasighat, 
Arunachal Pradesh. It investigates whether funcional 
variables affect the editing process. 
Chapter IV presents a general conclusion on the basis of tht^  
above experiment. 
CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTORY 
This study investigates how basic writers locate rind corred 
errors under two conditions: with feedback and without, 
feedback. It analyses the editing performance undei 
different conditions, on different tasks. The focus of thn 
study is on the editing process of written work of second 
language undergraduates to see whether functional variables 
affect the editing process. 
1.1 WRITING RESEARCH 
Current research and theory in writing voices a concern for 
treating it as a cognitive and thinking process. {Young, 
Becker and Pike, 1970; D'Angelo, 1975 et al.) It tries to 
analyse the enormously complex challenge of writing undei 
different conditions and on different tasks. The effects of 
formal instruction on L2 acquisition and student-teacher 
interaction in the ESL classroom encompasses a range ot 
social, cultural psychological, intellectual, professiona] 
constraints. Further, protocol analysis have been carried 
out by Britton (1975) . Specialists in ELT writing, for 
example Freedman, Pringle and Yalden (1983), Raimes (1985) 
and Zamel (1976) , (1984) , have researched in the development, 
of writing skills among non-native writers. 
.{ 
George Hillocks Jr. (1987) synthesizes the results oC hii3 
research on teaching of writing as an enormously complex 
activity. 
".... the composing process in an enormous]y complex 
task, demanding at least four types of knowledge; 
knowledge of the content to be written about; know-
ledge of discourse structures including the schemata 
underlying various types of writing (e.g. story, 
argument); Syntactic forms and the conventions of 
punctuation and usage; and the procedural knowledge 
that enables the production of a piece of writing of 
a particular type." 
1.2 PURPOSE OF WRITING 
Pixm Raimes (1987) gives an outline of six different purposen 
of writing. Audio lingual method emphasized writing for 
accuracy as one of the purposes. Raimes criticizes accuracy 
centred view of Audio Lingual Method (ALM) on the fact that 
it inhibits the production of ideas; Simple drilling an(] 
reinforcement of grammatical concepts prevents the student-
from perceiving writing as something more than an excerciso 
in accuracy. 
The second purpose is writing for training. Students are 
given exercises to manipulate the linguistic and Rhetorical, 
syntactic structures. Zamel cited in Raimes (1987) pointn 
out the limitation of this purpose. It "ignores thr} 
enormous complexity of writing." To which Raimes adds that 
'it represents connected discourse.' 
The third purpose is writing for Imitations Reid(1984: 151) 
puts it that students need to "study Rhetorical approachen 
and to imitate models." 
All the above three purposes of writing presclude any 
opportunity to investigate the exploratory, recursive anci 
discovery process. It grossly ignores the effect oi 
classroom writing instruction, mode of feedback and the way 
classroom writing goals should be directed towards 
'Communicative Competence (Wilkins 1976, et al) j.'luency ami 
writing for learning.' It fails to scrutinize and evaluate 
the complex cognitive process that operates behind the 
produced text or the words in print. 
APPROACHES TO THE TEACHING OF WRITING: 
Over the past decade considerable interest has been 
generated in the multiplicity of approaches to the teachirnj 
of writing. These approaches include Model approach, 
Process approach, Integrated approach and Interactiona.1 
approach. 
1.3 MODEL APPROACH: 
The traditional approach to the teaching of writing in 
product based. This approach is concerned with the analysiii 
of product as a model. The final product is analysed in 
relation to the prescribed model to focus on the pattern, 
organization, mechanism both in language and content. By 
imitating the model, the purpose is to teach all thu 
.rhetorical, syntactical lexical structures at a time. 11 
focusses on written sentences, paragraphs, essays of 
experienced writers. Various forms and functions of 
grammatical rules are analysed (Arapoff 1969, Dykstra 196'i 
et al.) 
Rhetorical structures Kaplan 1967 et al. 
The model eipproach can be represented as follows: 
STUDY THE MODEL > MANIPULATE > PRODUCE A 
ELEMENTS PARALLEL TEXT 
(Provided by Ron White 1988) 
The model text is made comprehensible to the student writern 
and then analyzed. Its basic features are mapped out to 
study the various grammatical rhetorical components, 
particularly the form and content to produce a paralleil 
text. 
1.4 Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 reveal the use of model in 
the process of ESL writing. 
Fig. 1 
MODEL >FOCUS/SELECT--->PRACTICE--->FREE STAGE 
' I 
4^  ; 
• < EVALUATE ^ - - - * 
(Provided by Ron White 1986) 
The model is introduced at an early stage and selecteej 
appropriately for a thorough discussion. Students ar(? 
encouraged to practice and process the text. The final 
product is evaluated in comparison with the model. 
Fig. 2 
WRITING TASK >PRODUCE TEXT >COMPARE WITH MODEL 
I 
I 
I < < EVALUATE-- -
(Provided by Ron White 1986) 
According to this representation, the model is exposed tn 
wsriters only after the students have produced the text. 
The model is then compared with the text. Followinc] 
evaluation, the entire process is recycled. 
I 
1 
/ i \ 
I 
I 
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Fig. 3 
'—PRE-WRITING DISCUSSION ( 
i ; 
/TV Y 
,—WRITING TASK >DISCpVER >PRODUCT >EVALUATE' 
MODEL TEXT ^ 
V 
>. POST - WRITING CRITIQUE--
'•--- - < - - ^ - - ^ 
(Suggested by Synthia Watson L982) 
The writing task is performed in search of a model. Th"> 
pre-writing strategy involves discussions, sharimj and intej 
play of ideas. Students then perform the writing task. Th^ 
post-writing stage invloves a critical comparison with th(.' 
discovered model. Then, the text is evaluated. That give.s 
insight for the recycling process. 
1.5 The model based approach has its limitations as it layi; 
emphasis more on accuracy rather than fluency. It overlooki; 
errors as an inevitable outcome of the second language 
learning process. It is not concerned with discovering how 
writers actually write. It is inappropriate in the sensp 
that writing is not viewed as a recursive and thinking 
process. It fails to perceive the functioning of a second 
language to communicate meaning. Writers are not encouraged 
to revise and reformulate the whole text. An attempt in 
made to direct students attention to the variety of surface 
errors occuring in a text. 
1.6 PROCESS APPROACH: 
Over the past decade considerable attention has been given 
to Written Communication Skill as a process-based activity. 
The inadequacies of model approach have given biith to thin 
process based approach de-emphasing the role of model in 
shaping the final product. It can be represented an 
follows: 
TASK SPECIFIED >COMMUNICATE > STUDY >PRACTISE 
(AS FAR AS POSSIBLE) MODEL (AS NECESSARY) 
RECYCLE 
(Ron White 1988) 
1.7 Written communication skill is a complex proc:ess. On 
account of its complexity, the current approach to the 
teaching of writing is concerned with the process ol 
writing. The process-oriented approach explores the entire 
process of intellectual, social and psychological experience:! 
the occurs before the final product. Further it exploren 
the complex reality of language use and thf* writer'ii 
continuous experimentation with his own ideas to discovei 
and convey the hidden message. 
1.8 Ronald V White (1988) concludes that writing process turnn 
out to be a d iscovery p r o c e s s . Exploring t.he e n t i r e 
thinking process an effor t i s made to discover the wri ter ' i i 
g rea ter range of l i n g u i s t i c resources, fresh ideas, plannincj 
and organiz ing s k i l l s . The focus i s on the w r i t e r ' j i 
po ten t i a l for se l f -correc t ion and se l f - revis ion to treai 
w r i t i n g as a r e c u r s i v e p roces s . Students f ind an 
opportunity to negotiate and experiment with tex t in order 
to review, c lar i fy and reorganize. Bereiter and Scardamalia 
(1983) point out: 
"We do not truly own our thoughts or experiences until 
we have negotiated them ourselves and for tliis writint] 
is the prime medium." 
Flower cited in Hughey et al. (1983) sums up writing as a 
problem-solving cognitive process. 
1.9 The aim of the process-based writing is to focus on learnincj 
to write a coherent, contextualized, meaningful, whole text 
amd clear, structured piece of notes. The stress is on 
fluency not on accuracy. This approach impels the writer'H 
need to communicate for a targeted audience in every 
possible way. 
. . ) 
The key to effective written communication lies in 
developing an audience-awareness. In view of the target 
audience, designing a writing activity becomes ff^ aaible and 
more a goal-directed process. Flower and Hayes (L977) 
Consider that the process of revision helps that writer to 
transform the writer-based prose into reader-based prose. 
1.10 Petty and Winterowd cited in Hughey et al. (1983) 
discriminate between the process and product: 
"The product is not behaviour nor does it represent 
what has gone on in the individual's mind. It is only 
a product, process is what people do. 
(Petty) 
"Most frequently, the writing produced for classes in 
viewed as product; discussion centers around the 
produced essay (a poem or whatever). Equal emphasis 
should be placed on the process. How did the piece 
of discourse get produced? How did the writer generate 
his ideas?" 
(Winterowd) 
1.11 The process based approach, in effect, provides mor(> 
opportunities to the students for self-correction, and sell 
revision. Thus they have to depend more on themselves foi 
feedback and revision, not on other sources. It doesn't 
allow teacher's constant intervention; rather errors arc 
understood inevitable features of their need to communicate. 
L.12 INTEGRATED APPROACH: 
Raimes Focus on composition (1978) advocates writing fo: 
specific purposes. This integrated approach offer/j 
connected opportunities to students to understand and 
manipulate rhetorical and grammatical devices of the written 
work. The basic purpose is to direct students' effori 
towards the communication of meaning. Students are assigneci 
topics and exposed to samples of related texts. They employ 
various syntactic and rhetorical patterns in their own work 
The post-writing critique involves feedback from the teachei 
in specific area they need. The integrated appi'oach tendii 
to be holistic, still lacks insight in second language 
acquisition theory and learning. 
The integrated approach doesn't provide opportunities to thi? 
student to test hypothesis about rules for writing second 
language. The input received doesn't match with thp 
students' level of comprehension. 
1.13 INTERACTIONAL APPROACH: 
Interactional approach takes up the students' need to tackle 
the conventions of written communication. It act.ivatee the 
writer to find oportunities for self expression. Unlike tho 
IJ 
integrated approach it draws insight from second languagi-
acquisition and learning. The student is provided witli 
extensive written input and teachers' feedback. Studentn 
use their own version of writers for hypothesis testing in 
acquiring rhetorical and grammatical structuies of the 
target language. 
1.14 Conventions of academic writing act as a considerable 
constraint on the student writers. Maurice Imhoof (1977) 
advocates that unlike speech, writing is more rigorously 
structured. Academic writing is structured differently and 
it is considered more rigid, conventional, and precise. 
1.15 Writing is viewed as an integrated activity that goes with 
other skills such as SRL (Speaking, Reading and Listening) 
Murray quoted in Ron White (1988) associates reading and 
writing as a reversible process: 
Write Read >Read Write 
Reading >Writing 
< 
1.15 Following recent investigations in approaches to written 
communication it becomes obvious that there has to be H 
IJ 
pragmatic combination of traditional and modern methods to 
realize the goal of writing. No single approach can catei 
to the learner's need. Even an integration of model anci 
process approach leaves little opportunity for hypothesiii 
testing, input comprehension and outside feedback. 
Nevertheless, model approach stresses on accuracy in 
producing the target rhetorical grammatical structures. 
Model approach treats errors on the basis of feedbacl^ 
received from teacher referring to the prescribed text and 
other more informed sources. Whereas process approach tend;; 
to be more tolerant of errors and rates communicative 
fluency on top. It treats errors occuring as a part of 
students' attempt to discover meaning in order to review and 
clarify the original text followed by reforrralation. 
Teachers' role is supportive and the learner actively 
participates in correcting, editing, revising and finally 
rewriting the text. 
Interactional and Integrated approaches indicate that 
teachers feedback and student-teacher interaction play an 
important role in moulding the written communication 
Inspite of all these, integrated approach fails to 
incorporate the findings of second language acquisition 
I t 
theories and research, such as hypothesis testing, written 
input adjusted to the comprehension level. 
Error treatment in Interactional approach makes a radical 
departure from the traditional ones. Traditional programmeu 
direct student's attention to specific areas of grammatical 
errors. Thus, if the relevance of teacher's feedback ii3 
considered, it conforms little to those requirements oJ 
student writers. There is a great deal of complexity in 
deciding the exact nature mode of feedback provided to 
students. And often indiscriminate feedback yields adverse 
results. 
In response to student's written work, teacheis map out 
errors related to syntax, tense-verb agreement, article etc 
But teachers mark these errors without any specific 
instructions. Oral instructions/critique of written work 
are the only procedures teachers prefer to adopt. Thin 
itself creates ambiguity and makes it quite vague for the 
students to interpret and evaluate errors. In short, tho 
exact nature of feedback is found missing in student'13 
written work. 
(Knapp 1965) and Hendrickson (1980) claim that teacherii 
don't respond exactly to the specific needs of tht^  Students. 
1J 
Though Interactional approach is based on extensive written 
work to manipulate hypothesis for target language rhetorical 
and grammatical structures and employs the proceas of 
practice and revision, it fails to elicit students' private 
interpretation. Thus this approach strongly restricts thi? 
error perceptions of the students. 
The Model approach fails to account for a process-inducecJ 
writing and errors have to be indentified, described anci 
evaluated on the basis of these models. Errors are treated 
to be a sort of inperfection in writing and are considered 
as a paradigm for second language learning. 
Going back to the genesis of error-specific approaches to 
the teaching of writing, the second language teachin(] 
methodololgies regarded errors as an offenjie to tho 
development of correct writing. The classical methods, 
direct method, audio-lingual method over-emphasized the 
grammatical correctness and accuracy. Thus is made an 
attempt to check the grammatical incorrectness and 
inappropriate mechanics of writing. Unlike speech, thesc> 
methods were less tolerant of errors in written 
communication. Efforts were made to enable students to 
produce error-free utterances and written work. With tho 
influence of Behaviourist psychologists, emphasis was laid 
io 
on conditioning and habit-formation models of le-arning and 
p a t t e r n p r a c t i c e . I t f a i l ed to tap the communicativi^ 
p o t e n t i a l of the s t u d e n t s . With an overemphasis on 
grammatical correctness, the mechanics of wri t ing could only 
get focussed. I t assumed t h a t l o c a l e r r o r s were ol 
paramount importance to the teacher and l ea rne r s . With the 
resul t , global e r rors were not taken in to consideration at 
a l l s t uden t s were hardly motivated t o go beyond the 
l i ngu i s t i c , grammatical, t rans la t ions and rote ext2rcises. 
With the coming of communicative language teaching, Fluency 
was regarded as a means to achieve communicative 
competence. Focus on global errors became centra l to CLT. 
CLT with i t s r ecen t advances of fered ample scope anti 
opor tun i ty to t r e a t e r r o r s as a r e sou rce fu l means to 
d iscover the s t u d e n t s ' l i n g u i s t i c r e sou rces and extr<i 
l i ngu i s t i c resources to arrive at a meaning in a given 
context. As Corder (1967:167) observed: 
"A l e a r n e r ' s e r r o r s . . . . are s igni f icant in (that) they 
provide to the researcher evidence of how language 
is learned or acquired; What s t r a t eg i e s or procedures 
the learner i s employing in the discovery of language." 
The d i s t inc t ion between global errors and local errors wan 
made by Burt and Kiparsky (1972) . Burt refers to local 
errors as those that only affect single sentence level 
construction. They are not a disturbance in the inflow of 
communication. Hendrickson explains that there need not be 
any attempt to overstress errors (local) , whereias global 
errors related to planning and content are those which 
matters most. Moreover, traditional programmes heavily 
banked upon on the observable utterances or production 
data. This led to the avoidance of innate, cognitive 
process of comprehensibility seriously affecting the hidden 
message. Further, production data enabled students to 
switch over to the safe syntactical, rhetorical, and other 
linguistic structures. This did not give any clue to the 
investigator that learners were competent in other areas of 
grammar v/hich were not revealed to the reader. 
Recent research has confirmed that native teachers spend 
more time on global errors as compared to the other errors. 
(Griffin, 1982). Further, error perceptions of native? 
speaking and non-native speaking teachers of ESL sharply 
differ. Native teachers happen to be more tolerant of 
errors and for non-native ESL teachers it is necessary to 
cultivate the native-like sensitivity regarding error 
perceptions (Ravi Sheorey, 1986) . 
i. 
It can't be denied that students' perception of errors in 
directly linked to the support provided by the teachers. 
They are the only sources of reaction for the students. AM 
regards the perception of errors, teachers spend more timo 
in mechanics of writing, providing detailed feedback only on 
local errors. That doesn't reflect or improve the over-all 
ability of the students' writing performance. 
The question of correcting errors and its evaluation is an 
exceedingly complex phenomena. It involves providincj 
feedback in a very sensitive manner and at the same timi^  
motivating a student to produce independent writing. 
1 . ) 
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CHAPTER - II 
2.0 INTRODUCTORY 
Recent research into error editing/feedback in written 
communication has opened up new avenues and directions for 
devising effective strategies for learner-centred language 
teaching methodology. Over the past two decades, CLT 
(Communicative Language Teaching) sharply breaks away with 
ALM (Audio Lindual Method) in terms of the primacy of 
fluency over accuracy. This has strongly led to attitudinal 
change of perceptions in the evaluation of errors in written 
communication. ALM's stress on accuracy is directed to 
produce error free structures, whereas under CLT, there is <i 
growing need to compromise with errors and tolerate it sn 
long as it does not disturb the communication process 
Looking at the kinds of error-specific approaches, error 
feedback in written communication has shifted from a teacher 
initiated error correction to a learner initiated one. In 
this shift of approach the goal is to direcjt studeni 
learning in terms of native sensitivity to error. Ravi 
Shoerey (1986) . Error feedback and error editing raises somi' 
important questions: What are the various strategies to 
respond to the students' error? How can it be made morn 
Zt 
effective to elicit correct response from the student? 
2.1 Audio-lingual Approach to the treatment of •rror: 
Audio-lingual approach aims to produce sentences obviating 
the possibilities of errors. But, in case of expressing 
their own ideas, students deviate from the set pattern, 
habits and make errors. Often the mismatch between their 
sophistication of ideas and adequacy of linguistic 
proficiency leads to error-laden communication. But th(3 
audio-lingual approach does not encourage the learner to 
monitor this mismatch for improved communication. It doeii 
not give any exposure to correct their generalizations aboui 
language. It overlooks the fact that errors are unavoidable 
for L2 learners as learning takes place through stages of 
interlancjuage development. 
The inadequacies of structural approach have been critically 
examined in communicative approach (CA) . C'A enableii 
students to initiate discussions and interactions in clasn 
room writing. Teachers provide situations to uae language 
while setting realistic and relevant aims. The emphasis iu 
more on learner-based error correction or editing instead of 
drilling them in various structures. Structural approach 
resists such flexiblity and exhibits lack of sensitivity t(} 
ESL composition writers' needs. In this approach, studentu 
^ . i 
are provided feedback in key language func t ions and 
r h e t o r i c a l s t r u c t u r e of t e x t - t y p e s . But t he method oJ 
providing feedback i s quite indiscriminate, unsystematic and 
counter productive. I t becomes more imi ta t ive than beinq 
crea t ive . 
2.2.1Errors in Siibject-Specific Writing 
In case of subject -specif ic writing, students assume the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of reproducing the t e x t due to easy 
comprehensibility. Conversely, d i f f i c u l t special subject 
discourse provides l i t t l e opportunity for p rac t i s ing key 
language f u n c t i o n s . Zamel (1985) sugges t s t h a t mode] 
paragraph subs t i tu t e s the original idea. Weaker student;; 
more chances of reproducing the text , as they lack adquatf 
l i n g u i s t i c resources. 
2.2 Learner-Centred EAP (English for Academic Purposes) 
Writing:-
The l e a r n e r - C e n t r e d EAP (English for Academic Purposes) 
centers on a l i be ra t i ng methodology in order to make an 
appropriate replacement for t r ad i t iona l teaching methods 
Because i t a l lows for l e a r n e r ' s s e l f - e x p l o r a t i o n of 
communicative p o t e n t i a l . 
On the whole, classroom teaching of wri t ing i s oriented to 
•I ' 
meet the professional, social, personal and intellectuaJ 
needs of the learner. Teachers play a very supportive roli; 
in making the learner believe that the experience of workirnj 
out errors is not an unusual feature- It is an activity 
shared both by the learner and the teacher. 
2.3 Editing and Writing Process 
A brief look at the possible classroom procedure of writinq 
process reveals that editing is a continuous activity. 
It process with an active stage of brainstorming session 
among small groups or pairs in a class. This stage engages 
the students in asking for clarification, questionii 
regarding content and its level and organization. Editint] 
is not limited to removal of local errors but integraten 
reading, discussing, planning, revising the text. Teacher's 
role is to support and initiate discussions. Rough versions 
are followed by preliminary self-evaluation of global 
errors. Students keep on restructuring the information 
Peer discussions and editing are initiated to form <i 
balanced perspective of praise and criticism. That gives 
way to redrafting the entire phase confidently. Studentn 
find it encouraging as it becomes a 'problem - solvin(] 
activity! Through constant self-monitoring and self 
correction, students work out the final draft. 
Zi 
Thus editing is an on-off process. Editing is basically oi 
global nature aiming at the process of revision. Th(! 
traditional error correction/editing, if employed, becomes <i 
stumbling block to the inflow of communication and thinking. 
As Perl (1979) suggests: 
"Editing intrudes so often and to such a degrei? 
that it breaks down the rhythm generated by 
thinking and writing. Premature editing resultii 
in writers losing track of ideas." 
Therefore, the process of writing commensuratet) with the 
non-conventional process of editing and errors do not 
inhibit the writing quality. This facilitates taking an 
account of learners' perception of errors occurinij as a pari 
of interlanguage. 
2.4 Traditional Errors Correction: 
Traditional error correction initiates the teacher-centred 
approaches to error detection and correction. Th(> 
traditional marking system provides an overloading of erroj 
types and demotivates the students from feeling at ease with 
the writing process. As Hedge (1988), puts it; 
"The process of marking with its traditional focus on 
error correction by the teacher needs review and 
modification into a range of activites involving 
students as well as teachers, thus making revision an 
integral part of the process of writing." 
L . 
2.4.1 Teachers' attitude to Error Correction: 
Teachers should resist the temptation to mark every error 
Highlighting every error is an exposure to the overloadmc) 
of weakness of all error types (Lamberg 1980) . Teacherij 
should focus on those errors which cause the most difficulty 
to a reader. Teachers edit the surface errors and provide 
intensive marking with comments too in-appropriate for the 
student writers. Obviously, this process was vigorously 
carried out and it could not foreground the more central 
issues like organization, sign-posting and clarity cl 
meaning. Students' perception of errors were directly 
related to teacher's responsibility of correcting errors 
Teachers could not respond to the exact and specific areas 
of students' error. 
Teachers need to devise way to provide comment in terms cl 
praise and criticism Cardella and Corno (1981). 
2.5 ESL Composition profile: 
Hughey Wormuth et al. (1983) recommend the guidelines foi 
teachers in assessing the written work. Thei]" model in 
significant in the sense that it categorises the variouu 
components of writing on a priority basis. 
6'.] 
Categories Mark allocation out of 100 
Content 13 to 3 0 
Organization 07 to 20 
Vocabulary 07 to 2 0 
Language use 05 to 25 
Mechanics 02 to 05 
2.6 Native and Non-native Error Perceptions: 
Error perceptions of native speaking and non-native speakinc^  
teachers of ESL differ sharply. In a study report:ed by Ravi 
Shoerey (1986) Native teachers are more tolerant of erroru 
than non-native teachers. Moreover teachers too need 
guidelines for determining the criteria of error correction 
In its absence, teachers evaluate errors on the basis of 
indiscriminate feedback. Moreover, both groups considered 
the following hierarchy of error gra^ fity in gramm.ir. 
Most serious Less serious Least serious 
Verb-form errors Articles Spelling 
(Agreement, tense, Prepositions 
Question formation) 
Lexical errors. 
2.7 Error Perceptions in content area and ESL taacherat 
As compared to the content area teachers ESL tearhers focun 
-Jl) 
on the accuracy of mechanics, while the subject tutors arc 
more concerned with content than with mechanical accuracy 
features, (Cyril Weir, 1988). 
Above all, the most important criteria in aseesBment oi 
written work is the relevance and adequacy of the subjecL 
content, the clarity of the message, and organization or 
logical development of written work. 
2.8 Writer's Autonomy: 
ESL composition writers face difficulty in correcting theii 
errors. In the heat of writing, students may fail to 
perceive the need for effective self-correction. Althougli 
self-correction is a technique to increase the analytical 
skills while students work out their erroi's. Oral 
instruction, consultative guidance, critique help generate 
collaborative writing in classroom. Peer discussion and 
editing is a procedure to control the evaluation. 
The process of self-awareness leading to self-correction in 
the basic requirement of the writer. It establishes an 
authentic degree of independence and autonomy in writing 
Hedge (1988) stresses the importance of collaborative 
writing in this context. 
6 I 
" C o l l a b o r a t i v e wr i t ing in the classroom generaten 
discussions and ac t i v i t i e s which encourage and effectiv-
process of wri t ing." 
2.9 Error Feedback: 
Recent research reveals that error feedback on wi'itten work 
r a i s e s impor tant ques t ions l i k e : when and how to t reai . 
errors? 
Lomg (1977) reports that the question of when to treat 
an error is quite complex and sensitive. It also points oui 
the crucial issue of matching the feedback to a particular 
error. 
Evaluation of error varies with respect to modes of 
feedback. There is a significant distinction between the 
relative merits of direct and indirect feedback. 
ESL teachers react more to the direct correction of surface 
errors, concentrating on the mechanics of writing. Zame I 
(1985) concludes that teachers place mechanical errors as <i 
criteria to evaluate the writing tasks. Moreover, direct-
feedback, that tco, highly detailed feedback, produceH a 
negative effect on writing performance. 
With a limited contact period, it is immensely challengintj 
for the researcher to formulate effective and workable 
feedback strategy in the ESL context. However, certain 
flexible and indirect methods have been designed to elicit, 
correct responses so as to improve the writing quality. 
2.9.1 Strategies for effective error evaluation: 
Krashen (1984) works out a new method to delay feedback on 
errors till the final stage of editing takes place. En 
recommends the practice of intensive reading for direci 
correction of surface errors. 
Further, Lalande (1982) like Semke (1984) cite evidence 
against the direct correction of errors. Students uaintj 
'error code' during revision managed to improve t.he writincj 
performance. Hendrickson (1978) employed. Burt and 
Kirpanskay's (1972) taxonomy of global and local errors i. 
reduce the errors significantly. (Vamer, Meyer and Lorenz) 
1984, report that the age of instructor and the amount o< 
exposure to non-native writers influence the content-are<i 
teacher's perception of errors. 
Corder (1981) and Brumfit (1980) treat error correction as ;\ 
problem solving activity. 
2.9.2 Principle of Optimal affective and Cognitive feedbackt 
Vigil and Oilers (1976) optimal affective and cognitivn 
6 <> 
feedback is instrumental in controlling error correction. 
Cognitive feedback must be worked out in an optimal fashion 
to maintain the inflow of communication. Positive cognitive 
feedback results in the fossilization of errors. Therefon; 
it vJould be carried out by balancing both the perspectives 
2.9.3 Audience feedback: 
The role of audience-awareness proves to be a stron<| 
motivating factor to drive the students to cater to largei 
needs in a realistic and relevant manner. 
2.9.4 Reformulation Feedback Strategy: 
Joan Allwright (1988) et a l . emphasizes Reformulation as an 
e f f e c t i v e procedura l feedback device to give a b e t t e r , 
feas ible solution to the problems of t rad i t iona l system ol 
Correcting errors and giving feedback to the learner . 
Reformulation s t r e s s e s the c e n t r a l i t y of revis ion-basecj 
wri t ing process. In contras t with the t r ad i t iona l feedback 
methods, i t i s not simply confined to the correct ing of 
mechanical errors ?.nd surface checking of local e r ro r s . 
Al lwright (et a l . ) , 1988 dev ises c e r t a i n tecJiniques in 
i n t roduc ing the ' r e w r i t i n g ' technique in a novel and 
o r i g i n a l way. Reviewing Cohens (1981, 82) work on 
Reformulation i t s a form of feedback which involved pairint) 
J t 
ESL students with native speakers. The non-native speakern 
of English write their assignments and subsequently arc 
provided with the native model to compare and evaluate thi-
text. Students are urged to give priority to test the 
higher order level of language, content planning, 
organization information packaging, Cohesion Signposting and 
clarity of meaning. 
The technique of Reformulation is to rewrite a portion ol 
student text by the competent native writer, either studeni 
or teacher. The rewritten version can then be distributee] 
to the class with the original text. The two versions can 
be put to comparison and analysis. It aims at shaping thn 
material more definitely, adding and deleting the contenL 
whereever necessary. Its objective is to affect changes in 
the content of the draft and focussing the information with 
'purpose and audience identification'. 
The shortcomings of 'spoonfeeding'procedures and teachern 
sole responsibility for error detection and correction havf^  
resulted into this Reformulation technique. The desired 
product is visualized as an outcome of struggle to become an 
independent and autonomous writer. 
Allwright (1988), Cohen (1981, 82). Levenston (1978) havt? 
0,> 
used Reformulation, feedback strategy by pairing the ESl. 
student writers text with the native model version of 
Reformulation. The text is then open to critical evaluation 
and discussion. 
2.10 The present experiment conducted on ESL undergraduate 
writers at J.N. College, Pasighat, Arunachal Pradesh makeu 
use of self-Reformulation feedback strage^. A small but. 
significant variation of the conventional reformulation 
technique is experimentally deployed. It differs from the 
provision of native writer Reformulation process in thi-
sense that no native writer reformulated text is Introduced 
The writer's resource is his self-monitoring devic:e to 
predict and perceive the differing modes of awareness/error 
raising strategies in both the drafts. Self-Reformulation 
stage highlights the explicit level of decision to stari_ 
fresh with a new draft. The writer is made to add commentii 
and exchange peer comments to understand and test hiia 
subsequent development of greater sensitivity emerging in 
the text. 
In an absolutely ESL context, the native version oJ 
Reformulated text can be counter productive. The model text 
poses the danger of substituting the original idea. Zame.1 
(1985) . 
J'/ 
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CHAPTER - III j) 
3.0 Introduction: 
The practical problems of teaching English Writing Course in 
a second language context are complex and manifold. They 
arise out of the inconsistent nature of state language 
policy and its implications in English language use. Tucker 
(1979) cited in Parasher (1989) Suggestsi 
"Second language teaching programmes oi" bilinguaJ 
education programmes will not succeed or thrive 
unless they are consistent with government 
policies, whether explicit or implicit, or with 
the carefully and clearly expressed goals of local 
educational autoorities." 
Theoretically speaking. ESL curriculum/Course design and 
Pedagogy generally aims to achieve proficiency in 
development integrating all the four skills i.e. Listening, 
Reading, Speaking and Writing. ESL teacher's aspirations ol 
improving upon an intensive skill-specific language courseu 
doesnot fit into a gross mismatched connection between 
English syllabuses. Methods and materials used in the 
classroom. As Mary Cipolla Duffy (1985) puts it. 
"Educators must focus their attention away from 
static organizational procedures to those 
pedagogical strategies that will meet the studentii 
need." 
The learner-centred goals of teaching English composition 
remains unfulfilled as the English language curriculum in 
more content-centred rather than the skill centred Coopei 
(1975). The bias for English literature courses enter into 
ESL classroom. The general academic schedule and the 
t H 
pressure of a formal, single annual examination system 
demotivates the teacher to focus exclusively on writing 
courses. As Keh (1990) suggests: 
"For some teachers (particularly those in Exam-
driven system such as are found in Asia) such an 
approach may be viewed as impractical or too time 
consuming." 
However, keeping in view with the above mentioned factors 
ELT planning in India has been witnessing major changes in 
improving the teaching and learning of English to make it, 
communicatively relevant to the needs of the society. An 
regards the conceptual framework and guidelines prepared by 
the UGC, Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) was set up in 
1985 at CIEFL Hyderabad. The CDC report includes detailed 
guidelines for teacher training, teaching materials and 
methods, Parasher (1989). In view of the factors discussed 
above. ESL undergraduate students at JN college. Pasighat, 
Arunachal Pradesh belong to a multilingual, ethnic, social 
cultural context, where the need for more than one language 
is apparent. Besides, English is the official language of 
the state, it also works as a library language. Admittedly 
its role in Educational Institutions as a medium of 
instruction has a close relation to the current issues and 
trends in ESL and EFL teaching. Its a vital link language 
amidst the diverse and varied nature of tribal dialects. 
Obviously the growth and use of ESL solely depends upon the 
formal instruction in educational institutions and on the 
functional, societal requirements. In this context, 
students perceive learning situations in terms of the^  
teacher-centred nature of formal instruction. 
Snehamoy Chaklader (1990) says: 
"with regard to the medium of Instruction, India 
follows a multitier formula i.e. different medium 
at different stages of education." 
So far as tribal languages are concerned tiieir use remain 
confined to the oral communication skills. Also, because of 
the lack of scripts for written communication, particularly 
in Arunachal Pradesh, tribal languages are not used beyond 
the primary level, that too in a few places cnly. 
As suggested by Snehamoy Chaklader (1990) 
"The minority group studies a seccnd language for 
easy transition to the official language of the 
state at higher stage and also for wider 
communication facilities." 
3.1 Purpose 
The focus of the i n v e s t i g a t i o n i s to enquire in to ESL 
student response to the writ ing and Editing Process. II 
attempts to invest igate data on two different conditions. 
^J 
Peer review & feedback further it incorporates the use of 
Reformulation technique and also compares ESL student 
writers basic perceptions about the relative merit of Globa] 
errors and local errors. 
3.2 The Study 
The study is based on my assessment of the classroom writing 
performed by students of first year and second year 
undergraduate students of General English Compulsory Course 
at J.N. College, Pasighat Arunachal Pradesh. Within the 
state Educational System, students undergo 9-10 years of 
schooling right from primary stage to the secondary school 
level. The medium of formal classroom instruction is 
English. The General English Course covers a selective range 
of short stories, dramas, Essays of great masters of English 
language. 
3.3 Procedure 
Current research on Process Writing focusses on the nature 
of task variables determining the the communicativf; 
e f fec t iveness . Hirsch and Harrington (1980) show that 
w r i t e r ' s fami l ia r i ty with the topic i s a significant 
ind ica tor of his successful communication. Likewise, 
writing task is more flexible and easier if i t follows a 
'1.) 
particular "mode of discourse"; Narrative or descriptive? 
topics Rosen (1969) . 
Tiz Hamp-Lyons (1988) maintains that linguistic complexity 
of the assigned topic is one of the task variables to effect, 
writing. 
In keeping with the line of approach, following writing 
variables were set to investigate the writing responses:-
1. The context of writing task relates to the General English 
Course. In conformity with the general outline of lesson 
objectives, the topic was discussed so as to enable tho 
students to maintain the familiarity with the topic. 
2. The degree of support and guidance was given on two areas: 
(i) Content relating to the general lesson objectives. 
(ii) Langxiage conforming to the global goals of language 
focussing on the overall organization, coherence and 
meaningful structure of the text. 
3. Students were allowed to use text book as a reference point 
The overall emphasis was laid on students' initiative t'.> 
use their own language resources in their writing However, 
students were urged not to follow the texts as model. 
4 Writers audience is one of the significant task variable 
Rubin and Piche (1979) . The audience for th i s task wan 
c lear ly specif ied ^ince—i-t-was clearly—spec-i-^ied- since iL 
was a personal response to the classroom teacher. I t was 
made c lear tha t i t had no bearing on examination nor i t was 
a c lass t e s t . 
5. In l ine with the process approach, the invest igat ion aimed 
to e v a l u a t e s tuden ts self moni tor ing procedures of 
correct ion, ed i t ing , revising the t e x t . 
6. Students were encouraged to concentrate more on global goalM 
of language than the loca l or su r face l eve l mechanical 
features of language. 
As Keh Sugges t s , research revea l t h a t s tudents have a 
tendency to read for surface, mechanical errors known as 
"Lower Order Concern" (LOG). Students show less concern for 
"Higher Order Concerns" (HOC) such as the development ol 
ideas, organization and the overall focus of what they are 
w r i t i n g . [Danis, (1982) ; Flynn (1982); Ziv (1983); Krest 
(1988); McDonald (1978) cited in Keh (1990)]. 
3 . 3 . 1 STAGE I 
The class consisted of fa i r ly small number of students (not 
more than 8-10 s tudents) from f i r s t year science 
undergraduates. The general proficiency level was the same 
^ 1 , ) 
except certain minor differences in academic background. 
In the first stage of the procedure the class ds informed 
about the need and urgency of the writing activity and its 
functional requirement students were told to imagine a prac 
tical real life situation where the need for writing arises 
It was presumed that such a situation would initiate then to 
realize the gravity of the situation and its need for prosp-
ective future. This was done so as to get the student tcj 
initiate independent writing. 
Students were told to take about half an hour time to 
develop a composition ranging from 100 to 200 words. The 
topic as said earlier, was in keeping with the general out-
line of the prescribed text. 
During the process of writing they were encouraged to per 
form the writing task as a collaborative activity. The 
drafted versions were exchanged in the peer group. Peer 
reviewing chiefly focussed the reading of the text and prov 
iding comments on it. Then the scripts were returned to the 
original writer for self correction. In each case studentn 
self correction and peer correction were initiated to gener 
ate comments about the produced text. 
The following are the scripts of stage I. 
The table I shows the comments relating to self correction 
and peer correction, its subsequent analysis. (See next 
page.) 
'to 
STAGE -1 
Note. Given below are the transcripts of the student-writer 
The words in italic shows students incorrect usage. 
A and B refers to self correction and peer correction 
respectively. 
Script 1 
Name 
Class 
Iribe 
Mother Tongue 
Yide Potom 
B So. I Year 
Galong 
Adi Dialect 
A:- The writer could passed other courses but 
done 
unfortunase he could not de well in botany be 
cause he did not give rehngiserd for botany siibjcci 
as other ficims. No doubt, he could well in eco 
nomics as compared to latter fnmds, 
appnciable 
He did Gymonagym in perfectly and apprcaciatcd 
but is was not acounted as passed in his examma 
tion. 
course 
5;-The writercould/?fl55g(iother courses but///;/o/r////»56' 
he could not do well in botan> because he did not give 
relingiserd for botany subject as other fxirns. No 
doubt, he could well in eco nomics as compared to 
latter friends, 
He did G\/w/zagvw(m)periectly and appriciated 
but is was not acounted 2& passed in his examina 
tion. 
't, 
Script 2 
Name 
Class 
Non Tribal 
Mother tongue Urdu 
Saifi Muzaffar 
B Sc I year 
A.- James Thuramber was a student and he is exposing 
his University (life) days In his student life first 
was 
he/\ a student of Botany but according to him he even 
doenoi know how to operate a simple micro scope 
In gymnasium he doesnot take part as the case was more 
critical. He doesnot want to be an agriculturist 
Thurber 
B - James Thurmbor was a student and he is exposing 
his University (lite) days In his student lite first lie 
was a he cued very clearK that 
A student of Botany but according to him he-eve^ 
doenot know how to operate simple microscope In 
wcanns; spcctacle\ is nol allow.eJ in uMiinaMum cli'^ sc-. 
want to A 
gymnasiuum he doesnot A take part as A the case 
-has interested 
was more critical He doesnot warn to be an 
agriculturist. 
Script 3 
'1 
Name 
( lass 
Non tribal 
Mother tong 
Amarnath Jaiswer 
B.Sc. 
ue Hind! 
1st vr. 
-The writer's James Thurber pesented his university days 
experiences in a very humorous way. He cited that he had 
to face great problem in the subjects like Bootnin 
Economics and gymnasium In the classes of Bootam he 
always failed to see a cell in microscope, inspite ot greai 
adjustment made by his teacher. In the classes ol 
gymnasium he was helped by his friends to many extent 
Writers also critises the approached of the professor 
towards Bolenshire's, who was a very football plaverand 
was retained in the university for his skills in games He 
also remembered the miUitarv drills he had to performed 
in the unnersities. He named the generals as Littletleld 
a very humorous name 
writer 
S.--The writer's James Thurber pesented his unnersity days 
experiences in a \ery humorous way. He cued that he had to 
face great problem in the subjects like Bootam Economics and 
gymnasium. In the classes ot Bootam he always tailed to see 
adjusted 
a cell in microscope, inspite ot. great adjustment made by his 
teacher. In the classes of gymnasium he was helped b\ his 
criticized 
friends to many extent. Writers also 6fff»6S the approached ot 
the professor towards Bolenshire's. who was a \erv football 
player and was retained in the university tor his skills in games 
how 
He also remembered the millitam drill?\he had to pertormed 
in the unnersities. He named the general^asLittlefield avers 
humorous name. 
t ) 
STAGE 1 
Table 1 
Column 1 
SI:LF CORRECTION-
ASSESSMENT 
Script J: 
(i) Use of tense or 
verbs. 
Column 2 
PEER CORRECTION-
ASSESSMENT 
(i) Not organised fully 
(it) Only two points mentioned. 
Column 3 
ANALYSIS 
General and non-specific comments dn 
not indicate theexact point of reference 111 
the script. Self correction and Peer 
correction indicate LOC & HOC respec-
tively 
S( ripi 2 
(i) Lack of orf^anizmg 
ahiliry 
ill) Not suitable Unking 
devices, 
(ill) Ideas not planned 
well. 
(i) Language problems in 
Writing 
(ii) Plan is not much in order 
Non-specific nature of comments relat-
mg to HOC hoth in self correction and 
peer correction. (Peihaps the editing 
termioolog)' is affected by teachers guui 
ance). 
Script 3 
(i) There 'should he clear (i) \of appropriate words Both peer and .self correction relates to 
cut story (ii) .\ot suitable linking devices HOC. Probably the "Story" refers to 
(n) There should be uw and tack of planning ^smdents understanding ot developinu 
of linking de\ice\ 
organization. ^through from beginning to end 
Note: In column 1 & 2 comments are reproduced without any change or 
editing 
O'l 
STAGE I: 3.3.2 ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 
Analysis of the student responsi? 
indicates multiplicity of factorn 
affecting their writing. 
1. Students response to awarenesH 
raising strategy for tackling err -
ors independently did not rise 
above non-global level goals of 
writing. It was to a degree affec 
ted by the teacher-centred view of 
formal classroom instructions. 
2. There was no linguistic co-plexity 
in the topic set for the writincj 
task. It was based on James Thur 
ber's "University Days", students 
were asked to give a brief account 
of writer's experiences of hiii 
university days. Still, studentn 
showed some reluctance and resis 
tance to initiate. 
3. They showed limited ability to 
J I 
distinguish between clear and un 
clear work, or organised and dis 
organised work. 
4. Students lacked strategies foj 
organizing concepts, informations 
and ideas despite knowing what was 
meaningful. 
5. They considered classroom writing 
not a fruitful (classroom inter 
active) activity unlike the tense 
pressure-driven examination orien 
ted writing. 
6. Peer correction and self correction 
suggests students preference fo] 
attending to mechanical errors or 
surface level features of the text 
They showed a concern for trimmincj 
the sentential, lexical errors. 
7. The self assessment and Peer ass 
essment comments were quite con 
trary to the surface and overt 
level of corrections made in th(? 
script. That leads to the signi 
ficant hypothesis that the key 
terms of global coals of languagt? 
or Higher Order Concerns were not 
adequately communicated or under 
stood. 
Before we move over to stage II we can anticipate anci 
predict the above stated analysis relevant for transition to 
this stage. The investigator's concerns for achievincj 
greater degree of establishing communication with the target, 
group arises. Its an attempt to invite a higher number oJ 
turnout. However, to a relatively small degree compared to 
stage I, this random nature of feedback pertaining to HOC 
could be avoided. Students were urged to express their 
personal and private anxieties about the set writing task. 
STAGE II 
Consisted of writing samples taken from II yr undergraduateii 
offering General English Course. Stage II reflect upon tho 
increasing nature of linguistic experiences encountered to a 
relatively higher degree of editing and writing process. 
The topic set for the writing task was "Alan Paton's role in 
South Africa" based on the prescribed text. 
The following are the scripts of stage II 
Table 2 shows the comments relating to self correction and 
peer correction. Its subsequent analysis (See next page). 
O.i 
STAGE II 
Script 1 
Note Ci\en heUnv are the inmstrtpls of the \tudenl-\%nt<T 
The words m italic shows students incorrect usage 
A and B refers to self correction ami peer correction 
respectnely 
Name : Tayeng Gao 
Class •. B.A. 11 Yr. 
Tribal : 
Mother tongue Minyong 
Alan Paton was a reformist. He devoted his time 
for the upliftment of the appressed people of 
South Africa. He also supponed African Na 
tional Congress. His first and foremost was to 
Which was quite rampant in South Africa 
abolish the racial discrimination, in his view the 
treatment of white towards the Africans were 
I one of 
quite injustice. It encouraged him as the leaders 
of south African National Congress. 
"> They white, deprived the right of South 
African politically, economically, socially and 
educationally. 
B:- No correction work, See peer comment in 
table 2. 
Script 2 
Nair.e Tobom Dome 
Cl.iss B.A. II yr. 
Ti ibe Adi 
Mother tongue Adi 
A:- Alan Paton who was man of heroic and 
genious ther^ played important role, par 
ticularlyjn for the people of South Africa 
where different areas were mingled. He 
adopted and io)7>'arious political social 
economic and educational system of South 
African. 
B:- Alan Paton who was A man of heroic and 
an 
genious there played A important role, par 
ticularly in for the people of South Africa 
where different areas were mingled. He 
solved 
adopted and solv various political social 
econimic and educational system of South 
Africa. 
d t 
Script 3 
Name 
Class 
Tribe 
Mother Tongue 
D. Nyori 
B.A. II Yr 
Adi 
Adi 
ment 
Alan Paton worked for the upliftA @nativesof South 
Africa many. Because in Souch Africa there were 
lots of racial discrimination between white and 
brown. White always feel that they were more 
superior to brown of Africa He contrib 
ment 
uted lot of ^ r k s / o r the upliftA(^African. And 
Shout for equality of Society Alan Paton devoted his 
writting social service and the liberal party. He wrote 
a book. "The Land and People of South Africa". 
The first industrial school for South Africa was 
established. He argued for equal status of African 
And he criticised Churches for creating racial ten 
sions Alan Paton who initially protest against racial 
prejudice and racial discrimination. 
B:- No correction work. See peer comment in table ?. 
Script 4 
Name 
Tamuk 
Clzss 
Tribe 
Mother Tongue 
Takeng 
B.A. II 
Adi 
Adi 
A:- Alan Paton was a socialist reformer of South 
though he was 
Africa(^ven if he was a White. White people ruled 
all over Africa and toiirtured the Black and Broun 
in 
people @South Africa. They created a racial 
discrimination against the Black and the Brou n on the 
ground of race and colouree. They considered them 
selves as the suppirior. Alan Paton evefl-rfhe doesnot 
tolerated the injustices inflicted upon the Black and 
the Brown. Alan Paton as asocial reformer dexoted 
all the his life to liberate the white from doing 
injustices against the natives of Africa. He-
organized many welfare 
and organizations 
programmesA for the upliftment of black and brown 
throughout his life and protest against the prejudices 
of the White people on the Black and the Brouns. 
fi-'-No correction work, see peer comment in tablc2 
b,, 
Script 5 
Name 
Class 
Tribe 
Mother Tongue 
Attak Lego 
B.A. II Yr. 
Adi 
Padam 
Alan Paton Play a very important role in South 
Africa for the poor people. He had devoted his 
life for social duty or services. In South Africa 
there was a two racial group-Whites and blacks 
White were dominated to the blacks, so they 
were always illtreated to each other. So to seeing.' 
these Alan Paton Started(fo revolt against thise.) 
He started to survive the low class people. 
Inequality was prevailed by the britisher they 
were always supressed to the South African 
blacks they were always speaks about the blacks 
and white, high and low. 
g;_ No correction work, see peer comment m 
table 2 
Script 6 
Name 
Tahar 
Class 
Tribe 
Mother Tongue 
Nvakdo 
B.A. II Yr 
Adi 
Adi 
Alan Paton was born in British Parents in 1903 
he was impressed by sorrows of South African 
social life. The native people of South Africa 
was supressed and over powered by the white 
group. Alan Paton tried his best to redress the 
sorrows of Black group in South Africa. He 
create a treat}' on aparthied and broght it to U. N. 
social Council. His plan and work brought a 
colourful result later on. He is the leader of anti 
aparihied group. He continually tight for the 
social and recial indescrimination. He was suc-
cessful in his mission and brought a great 
revolution in South Africa. 
B:- No correction work and no peer comment. 
do 
Script 7 
renmrcable 
A:- Alan Paton plays very'remacable)role for the 
liberation of the racial discrimination in South 
Africa. The White dominate the blacks of the 
South African natives. They feels socially 
politically superior to blacks of South Africa. 
Alan Paton protest against this very discrimina 
tion and worked lots for the blacks. He made law 
Name Vijay Murtim to punish the people who discriminate in the 
Class B.A. II Yr. name of the colour distinction. He dedicated 
Tribal much of his life for the liberation of the black 
Mother tongue Hill-Miri from 
whom, the whites deprived(for'jalI the social. 
political and economic rights 
remarkable 
^— ~\ J5;- Alan Paton plays very remacable' role for the 
liberation of the racial discrimination in South 
Black 
Africa. The White dominate the blacks of the 
They considered themseK'es 
South African natives. \They feels socially 
supperior io the Blacks and Brown on all grounds 
politically superior to blacks of South Africa. 
Alan Paton protest against this very discrimina 
a Black 
tion and worked A lots for the blacks. He made 
s d 
lawA to punish the people who discriminateA in 
the name of the colour distinction. He dedicated 
much of his life for the liberation of the black 
from 
whom, the whites deprived fef all the social. 
political and economic rights. 
Script 8 
Name 
Class 
Yr. 
Tribal 
Mother Tongue 
Taba Rima 
B.A. II 
Galong 
/{-. Alan Paton's role in South Africa is very much 
popular and he is also a social worker for the pooi 
and classless humanity. He did many importani 
movement for the betterment of classless people 
Specially he neglected those people who(ar^ sag 
regated from the white and brown. He condemn 
the people who specially working)of racial ground 
or racial distinction. 
Alan Paton had fight for the classless people and 
poor community. He did lots of movement he wa-s 
also participated in the liberal party he not onl\ 
™mgi few works for the white and black he dons, 
many work for the people of the law class. Hi 
always neglected the people who always segre 
gated from the racial ground. 
He really did many works for the people, li !s 
specially blessing for the black people. 
g.^ Alan Paton's role in South Africa is very much 
popular and he is also a social worker tor the poi^i 
and classless humanity. He did many imporiani 
movement for the betterment of classless people 
Specially he neglected those people who are seg 
regated from the white and brown He condcnii. 
for 
the people who specially w orking ef racial grouna 
or racial distinction. 
Alan Paton had tight for the classless people and 
poor community. He did lots of movement he was 
also participated in the liberal party. He not onh 
has 
doing few works for the white and black he/\ done 
many work for the people of the law class. He-
always neglected the people who always segre 
gated from the racial ground. 
He really did many works for the people. It is 
specially blessing for the black people. 
STAGE II 
Table 2 
J ) 
Column 1 
SELF CORRECTION 
ASSESSMENT 
Script 1: 
(t) Some more points 
added 
S( npi 2 
(i) "Lije history of Alan 
Paton heroicallx". 
Column 2 
PEER CORRECTION 
ASSESSMENT 
Secure good marks 
Grammatical mistake isjound 
Column 3 
ANALYSIS 
Shows a concern for HOC in content 
addition 
Empahsis on Title. 
Peer assessment relates to LOC 
.S"; ript 3. 
0) 'Missing man\ points" 
Misuse of \\ords 
Sentence making 
wrong seems to be dull 
one" 
There is linle incorrect for the 
putting of preposition 
Sentence making is ver\ good 
bur not written full\ sentence 
Conclusion is very good 
Shows a concern tor LOC and HOC 
S( ript 4: 
Absence of the systematic 
planning 
No commenLS available in self asse-^ s-
mem local le\el minor correction made 
Butpeer assessment point towards HOC 
Suipt 5 
S(H lal discrimination As a re 
foimnt and social serxue for 
flic appressed people view of 
Alan Paton. To abolished the 
soiial discrimination and so-
cuil enequalities are the main 
point of Alan Paton's role 
plaved in South Africa. 
Good Little corrections with comments on con-
tent related to the lesson objectives high-
lighting a brief summary ot the text Self 
assessment shows a concern tor HOC. 
O.i 
'SELF CORRECTION 
ASSESSMENT 
PEER CORRECTION 
ASSESSMENT 
ANALYSIS 
S( ripi6: 
Main Role of Alan Paton in 
SiHtfh Africa not mentioned 
Shows a concern for content addition 
and overall focus on reading tlie text 
No comments available in Peer as-
sessment. 
Script 7: 
Repetition of words and mls-
tiike on conjunctions and Prepo-
sition Spelling mistake. 
Self assessment corresponds to LOC 
touching upon local level sentential 
corrections. No comments available in 
Peer assessment, however profuse sur-
face level corrections are noticeable 
indicating concern %>. ith sentence struc-
ture and organization of ideas. 
S( ripi 8: 
Makin'i sentence is very good 
written sn/e is also written in 
o/i/iT/v by using the writing. 
Si\ les of essay and also para-
•.iranh Conclusion is also very 
•.;('od. Repeating words. 
Good. Pleas'e'contribute more Comments in self assessment appe.ir 
about Alan Paton. Iquite contrar>- to the script. Peer as-
jsessmeni shiws a conern for contcnt-
Iaddition.HOC in self assessment con-
Itradicts the writers misperception or 
1 misidentitlcation of the problems com-
ing in the text. 
Note: In column 1 & 2 comments are reproduced witlwut anx change 
or editing. 
0.) 
stage II: 3.3.3 ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 
1. Stage I specifically showec] 
students' inadequacy to demarcat^ i 
HOC from LOG. In fact, it resulteci 
in indiscriminate feedback as th(^-
distinction between HOC and LOC 
were misperceived. To some degref^  
it is found in stage II. 
2. In stage I an assumption was made 
that equal outputs would emerge on 
the basis of the input provided 
In stage II, no such assumption wan 
made. 
3. HOC or Global goals of language 
were explained in a more 
participatory nature of classroom 
interactions. Stage I shows a 
fewer number of participants an 
compared to a sizeable number 
turning up in stage II. 
4. In each case, it was found that 
s tuden t s had d i f f i c u l t y in 
focussing more on HOC. LOC works 
as an i n t e r f e r i n g factor in 
bringing about an awareness aboul 
the HOC. The mismatch between 
inves t iga to r ' s concerns for global 
goals of s t u d e n t s response ancj 
s t u d e n t s ' a c t u a l performance an 
well as ins ights into such errorn 
widens. I t j u s t proves that 
w r i t i n g i s a "highly complex 
cogn i t i ve a c t i v i t y . Mary Cipollct 
Duffy (1985) . 
5. A more specif ic content level and 
language level feedback !3trateg\' ii5 
needed to achieve success in the 
desired production of the t ex t . 
6. Stage II also lacked a particulai-
specif ic Global level feedback to 
r a i s e s t u d e n t s ' perception 
regard ing s e l f monitoring and 
revision procedures. Subsequently 
nature of wri t ing process in both 
oj 
the stage proceed on the lines of 
non-specific level of feedback. 
3.4 Reformulation feedback strategy 
As discussed in ch. II (2.9.4) Reformulation feedback 
strategy tries to eliminate the shortcomings of traditional 
feedback method. The Reformulation feedback strategy banks 
upon process-informed writing. In the traditional methods 
teachers' wole responsibility is to correct and evaluates 
the text. This exhaustive tedious nature of identifying the 
surface errors of syntax, lexis, spelling and punctuation 
does not motivate the students to foreground the more 
central issues of composition. 
To quote Joan Allright (1988) 
"The m.ore central issues of corrposition-overall 
organization, sign posting, cohession, information 
packaging and clarity of meaning are too 
inconsistently dealt by marginal notes on students 
texts-notes that are frequently too cryptic to bf? 
meaningful and helpful." 
Reformulation becomes crucial to the process of revision 
strategy as it helps to simplify the conplex cognitive 
functions for a meaningful and clear comnunication. It 
develops the potential for writer's autoncmy and prepares 
him to accept responsibility for editing, and reformulating 
his own texts. 
b.) 
The important task variable is the prominence attached to 
the specific error feedback treatment. The communicative 
effect of the students' overall writing quality depends much 
upon the salience of error feedback treatment (Robb, Ross, 
Short reed, 1986) . Thus Reformulation feedback strategy is 
an indirect feedback method that specifically attends to 
address the students' need to elicit more complex and 
problematic aspects of organization, development planning, 
word order and sytactical links. Unlike the common feedback 
method, its a silent way of awareness raising activity. 
In stage I and II, students show an undue concern for 
accuracy for mechanical problems and other grammar 
specifics. But stage III shows the significant shift from 
the ncn-specific level of global or Higher Order feedback to 
a more specific level of feedback. In both the earlier two 
stages, global functions of the text were not specifically 
mapped out and it appears more to be an unrelated activity 
so far as editing and writing process were concerned. The 
analysis of the first two stages reveal one ma]or 
contradiction in terms of the gross m.israatch between the 
surface level corections or editing work and the comments 
shown. This nature of editing work does not melt into the 
overall global level of linguistic complexity. In addition. 
stage I and II point out students' limited critical ability 
to understand key terms of HOC or global goals of language. 
Further it overlaps with the mis reading or 
misidentification of those terms. 
Stage I-II conform to a less intense level of emotional, 
physical support drawn from the context and writing tasks. 
Stage III conforms to a greater degree of m.otivation and 
encouragement. The setting is tuned to an emotional and 
personal context. Students were free to choose the topic of 
their preference, the degree of familiarity was likely to be 
greater. 
Audience-specific writing was encouraged since the students 
were clearly told that this composition task relates to 
investigator's personal response and pertains to academic 
research. 
The setting was varied. The formal classroom instruction 
and context was shifted into an informal one. Personal 
recollections of writing difficulty were shared with the 
students. An informal student investigator interaction was 
generated. (It was like directed towards and knowing more 
about their previous writing opportunities). Students 
expressed their anxieties about starting the writing 
activity. 
b,i 
Stage I & II was quite unpredictable for it was not quite 
clear whether formal classroom ionstructions were received 
in a clear and concise manner. It was in stage III that the 
complex cognitive unobservable linguistic functions of mind 
were prepared to treat writing as a cyclic and recursive 
performance. In fact it attempted to express and discover 
the unexplored original intention more meaningfully and 
clearly. 
3.4.1 Self Monitoring Procedure: (Stage III) 
Step I Students work out first draft and 
exchange their drafts. They decide 
to chose their own topics. The 
length of the composition ranges 
from 100 to 200 words. They 
exchange from draft with their 
student friends and read it. They 
make corrections and underline 
those portions which they find 
incorrect. They encircle or mark 
those problem areas. 
Step II Students work on their original 
version. Students read their 
b-i 
script thoroughly. They work out, 
the second draft or the 
Reformulated version. The 
Reformulated version are once again 
exchanged. 
Step III The exchanged versions are read and 
peer comments are added. 
Step IV Students compare the original 
version with the Reformulated one 
and add their own comments. 
3.4.2 Examples & Discusions: 
A discussion of the extract of self-monitored version will 
illustrate the type of issues dealt with the process of 
self-monitored version and treating it as a cyclic and 
recursive process. 
Original version 
Role of Press 
S( not 1 Press Play a significant role in a democratic(societ^ The role i^ t 
Press cannot be minimised even m a dictatorship Because the 
to 
dictatorship has to use the press fef propagate his ideology and 
policies He has to use press to mtorm the people regarding tht 
achievement of his government Pressplaya;?a.v/nv(^andca/!\frwcfa( 
role in a democratic nation It is dissemination of information and 
news Without free frank and fearless press a democracy cannot he 
ful ^ - ^ 
successA ane Press^Played/'a very important role in a democracy 
It keeps the people informed about the activities ot the governmenl 
On the other hand also keeps the government informed about desirt 
\ame Ramon Men^io wishes and graviences of peaple In this regard press pla\, a dual 
Class B Com II Yr role in a democratic nation Any incident that happened in the evcr\ 
Wother Ton"ue \ishim corverof the world is flash b> the press Sopress keeps the national 
Tube Nishins nd international informed regarding the happening ol e\ei\ nook 
and corner 
Reformulated version 
Press play a ver\ significant role in a democratic ^ixieties It pld\ i 
keepi 
a positive and constructive role in a democrac\ nations It^kepts 
. .^ 
the people informed about programme, and activities ot the 
go\ernment Qn one hand)it also kept the go\ernment informed 
about the desire wishes and 'graviences of people In this coniext 
press bridges the gap between government and people 
Peer Comment 
Its simple and coherently framed 
Some tenses mistakes formed 
Main theme is correct 
Communication is good 
Vocabulary is rightly set 
Self assessment comment 
Some points which have not required to mentioned have been 
exempted like the role of press in a dictatorship 
Some part of sentences has used toMiced. early parui>raph so I 
change the paragraph in a previous manner 
Script 
Name: Talek Nima 
Class: B.A. I Yr. 
Trihal 
Ml If her Tongue: Tagin 
Original Version 
Role of Science and Technology 
The science and teciinology played vital role in modern 
times, it has been developed in 19th century. By the help of 
science and Technology man has been extracting so many 
natural resources in useful purpose there was a series of 
development in the amenities of science and technology, such 
.y 
as Medicine, Automation, exploration of space^recearcljetc. 
Science Technology go in complementary technology played 
gives us 
major role in the advancement of science. Science (can tell 
the) innovation, and Technology has playing in technical 
processes 
(^ ^Mew)for the proparous and the harmonious development the 
nation. 
Reformulated version 
Impact of Science & Technology 
The Science and Technology played vital role in the modern 
times.(5)has been impact on the political, social economical 
and cultural etc. (fmpacp on science and technology in 
political it gives us the mental innovation for the enterplay 
of other nation by adopting and making policies f'^ r the 
harmonious progressive of the nation and society, in .SiX'ial. 
economic and cultural.. For the recent development of 
science and technology in 19th century it has been demol-
ished the feeling of casteism, creed, sex and equal pay for 
equal work.^Equapdistribution of economic goods and it has 
extispate the cultural dogmatism of the people's, 
(^esid^the science and technolog}- also enrol vital aspect for 
the mankind. Such as medical science Automation excava-
tion of mineral resources. Exploration of spaceCan i^sources 
of energy such as Geothermal, solar energy wind enerirs etc. 
Finaly, Science and technology has great boon (Tor the 
mankind. 
Peer Comment 
I feel very happy after reading the passage. Words arc 
limited. Teaclies the importance of science [cvhnclogy in 
modern life. TJie topic should he supplied or circulated to the 
education institution for debate. 
Self Assessment Comment 
I have not given broad discription 
Use of vocabulary is not appropriate 
What sort of writin}^ is good in the paragraph ? 
b.) 
Original Version 
Nyokum Festival (Nishing) 
S< apt J yj^ n^  ,^  iht fanatic festival among all tht tribe of 
Arunachal Pradesh The above mentioned Icstn al i^  
originated from the tribe called Nishing The N> okum 
means the sacrifices done in the name of God 'dony i-
polo' for the healthy food productions in taltivations 
During this festival the man folk uses unique dresses 
and women folk uses different dreses The main 
purpose of using unique dress among each other is lo 
show their richness among themselves The tradi 
tional dress are used main in these festival The men 
Siime Nabam Shelh "^"^  women folk remain ver) energetic way to make 
^ , r, 1 . Yf the very festival successful m the name of God tailed 
. . . ' don\i-polo They pray donyi-polo God for their 
, , rr. . , , healthy life and to remain proprous for their remain 
Mother Tongue: Nishing , , 
Reformulated Version 
The above mentioned festival is >iriginated from the 
tribe called NISHING The world NYOKUM A means 
the(5acr(/;gr^one in the name of Gixi called donvi polo 
This is the fanatic festival among all the tribes of 
ArunachaiPradesh The mam aim of the festi\ al !>; to 
pra\ or beg)from the God for the health) crop produc-
tion in tHeir agricultural cultivations During this 
festival the man folk uses unique dresses and women 
folk uses different dresses in order to show sthejp 
nchesness among themselves Mainlv the traditional 
dress are used during the festival time The man and 
woman fold remain in very energetic to make the verv 
festival successful They prav don\ i-polo God for their 
heaithv life at family to remain irosporaus m near 
QutureJ 
Peer Comment 
Title IS good 
Procedure of Mechanical process of^\nting i\ not 
good 
No use of Vocabulary 
Self assessment comment 
Earlier the passage was not clear 
Repetition of and sentences ha\e been struck out 
B\ changing the words I mean spelling mistake 
.' 11 
3.4.3 (Script I: ANALYSIS) 
1. As it is evident from the two different texts 
produced by the students, the Reformulated 
version stands in significant distinction 
with the original version. 
2. Self Reformulation allows the writer to be 
precise and eliminates the redundancy that he 
observes on second look at the original 
draft. Repetition of sentences as well as 
information hae been taken care of. 
3. Original version is a significant indicator 
that the writer could not check the flow of 
ideas. The reformulated version helps him to 
focus on overall text and organization. 
4. Self-Reformulated version is a revision-based 
strategy and allows the writer to keep track 
of the entire flow of information occuring in 
the original version. It gives him an 
awareness of how best he can react to it. 
5. As compared to the original version, the text 
is better organized, though certain 
inappropriate and incorrect sentence and word 
level disorders are noticeable in both the 
version. 
6. While restructuring the information, the 
writer perceives himself as a reader of his 
own text. The way complex cognitive 
linguistic functions operate, shows the role 
of Reformulation as a technique of process 
writing. 
7. Self monitored comments provide a detailed 
insight into students' own perception of the 
limitation that he tries to overcome in the 
second version. This awareness-raising 
device reflects a significant change both as 
a writer and reader. 
8. The overall focus of Peer Correction also 
alerts the writer of original version to 
attend to global and Higher order concerns of 
the language. 
9. Certain surface level and non-surface level 
features are missing from the text. 
Nevertheless students find an opportunity to 
integrate the information packaging, cohesive 
/J 
devices, sentential links that makes the text 
hang together. 
3.4.4 Script 2 (ANALYSIS) 
1. Script 2 shows more information packaging 
with sophistication of ideas. Students 
linguistics resoruces doesn't match with this 
sophistication of idea. 
2. Change in title of Reformulated version 
foregrounds writers intended message which 
could not surface up in the original version. 
3. The 'broad description' in self assessment 
comment refer to the awareness generated 
about the need to change and plan the draft 
afresh. It also signifies to incorporate the 
wider-level of content packaging. This 
awareness emanates from acquired skill of 
self reformulation process. 
4. The self-monitored comment raises one very 
important question what sort of writing is 
good in the paragraph? 
That hints the genre specific writing and the 
( . » 
kind of language use suitable for it. 
5. Peer comment highlights the merit of 
information packaging and content type. 
3.4.5 Script 3: Analysis 
1. The Reformulation version attempts to achieve 
clarity although certain specific grammar 
areas complicate the development of thought. 
2. The writer develops an awareness to see the 
missing elements in his original version i.e. 
clarity, repetition etc. 
3. Peer comment highlights the selection of the 
topic in the view of the cor.-ext based socio 
cultural set up. 
4. It also disregards the Mechanical error 
ccrrection and hints to raise central issues 
of organization, content-addition and overall 
language use. 
5. Beth the version lack basic grammar skills 
But then it points towards the developing 
critical faculty of the student writer-
reader. 
I t 
3.5 The overal l analysis of the sc r ip t s indicates that the 
s tudent-wri ters have t r i e d to solve the d i f f i cu l t cognitive 
complex process of wr i t ing s k i l l s to an e x t e n t . 
Never the less , t h e r e seems to be some amount of 
misident i f icat ion of the specific problem areas . There i s 
gross mismatch between students sophis t icat ion of ideas and 
l ingu i s t i c extra l i n g u i s t i c resoruces avai lable to them. 
Though they lack b a s i c grounding s k i l l s in grammar 
p e r t a i n i n g t o syntax, l e x i s , t ense -ve rb agreement, an 
attempt to r e s t r u c t u r e the informat ions i s made. This 
i n d i c a t e s acqu i red s k i l l s as a p a r t of Reformulation 
technique. The peer comment and self-monitored comment show 
d i ssa t i s fac t ion with the text but there remain certain key 
areas of discourse and communication, which the students 
could not l o c a t e . The peer comment and se l f -moni tored 
ccmirients show d i s sa t i s fac t ion with the text while adcpting 
self-help s t r a t e g i e s . Various levels of writ ing deficiency 
in rhe tor ica l s t ruc ture , appropriateness of expression or 
other communicative aspects s t r a teg ies remain untouched. 
Separate communicative tasks have to be designed for 
tackling these s i t u a t i o n s . 
However, Reformulation approcach has high success ra tes and 
/.I 
it has the potential for greater sensitivity to linguistic 
errors. This nature of feedback is effective only when 
there is high degree of clarity and specificity in 
instructions. Surface difficulties cannot be ruled out but 
process approach gets a better foregrounding. 
The study tests basic writer's (undergraduates at JN College 
Pasighat) editing performance potential under two different 
conditions. Stage I and II point toward editing skills under 
non specific level of teacher feedback. But that does not 
rule out the learner-centred needs and target of ESL 
learning. This non-specific level of feedback can be 
treated as a 'no feedback situation.' Since the nature of 
feedback as discussed in stage I and II (Ch.3) analysis was 
quite indiscriminate and insensitive to students. Writer 
perception and preassumption of errors and traditional 
teacher-based correction of classroom writing. Stage I & II 
marks deviance from Global level language issues to limit 
primarily to the mechanics and grammar specifics. 
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4.0 CONCLUSION 
The present study focuses on the contemporary approaches to 
the ESL composition Pedagogy. In line with current research 
on learned-centred liberating methodology of CLT, writing 
research has come to acquire a considerable degree of 
significance and attracts critical evaluation. Current 
theories and research in L-^ learning and teaching have 
inspired further experimentation and research into L2 and 
Foreign language class room writing. It raises certain 
psychological. Social and intellectual problems concerning 
the non-native speaker students in tertiary level. 
The inadequacies of structural teaching calls fcr recent 
psycho-linguistic and sociolinguistic developments taking 
place over the past few years. Recent theory and research in 
writing have characterized "the act of writing as a meaning 
making, purposeful, evolving, recursive, dialogic, tentative 
fluid, exploratory^  process" (Zamel, 1992) . 
Subsequently, contrary to the product centred view of 
writing, it is understood as process-based. Class room 
writing and writing instruction has come under a heavy 
critical scrutiny. In view of process appraach, there is an 
attempt to develop self-help antonomous strategies, 
techniques, editing skills in tackling the more central 
/ .; 
issues of global language goals relating to organization, 
cohesion, content focussing, slection, order and 
arrangements of facts (HOC). 
ESL students write basically for Academic purposes. Maurice 
Imhoof (1977) . Academic, writing sees the role of process in 
a different perspective. It involves the process of syllabus 
design, the process of negotiating the course content, the 
process of teaching and learning. 
4.1 NEEDS ANALYSIS BASED ACADEMIC WRITING 
ESL composition writing stresses the importance of needs 
analysis to justify the learner-centred methodology in 
learning and teaching. The deemphasis of Product based 
writing has decentred the thurst on model-centred learning. 
Recognising the learner's need in a more liberalising and 
humanising perspective there are certain key areas that 
invite a great deal of critical investigation. The model-
centred learning of teaching methodology has been replaced 
by a "set of person-related approaches to language" Brookes 
Sc Grundy (1988) . The learner od treated as the authentic 
language resource base to direct all the teaching 
procedures. This procedural shift involves the different 
critical human perspectives stimulating the learner's 
contribution in developing academic writing skills. 
( ) i j 
As outlined by Grundy and Brookes (1988), the first factor 
is the affective element harnessing the learning of subject-
specific writing. Secondly, learner's overt interests and 
knowledge, which may not be of direct relevance to their 
needs, if shared with them, activates the learner's 
performance. Tapping these overt interests drives the 
student to express an authentic concern over feelings of 
race religion, his personal conditions. Thridly, interests 
of the student writer reflects the common elements, hidden 
depths of feelings and this can be tapped less directly and 
explicitly. Partricia Lawrence (1993) outlines Min-Zhan Lu's 
argument for adopting a padagogy in which conflict and 
struggle themselves. Thus the teaching of Basic writing is 
just not simply a matter of skills and drills. It further 
extends into higher domains of various educational, cultural 
and geographical, social phenomena. Gerald Graff's 
"conflict" pedagogy indicates that 'there is a cultural 
subtext in every class room' (Patricia Lawrence (1993). As 
he further outlines that the rage and frustrations of 
minority students take a violent turn and that needs an 
outlet in the curriculum objectives. This particular 
argument fits into the tribal background of the students in 
Arunachal Pradesh where sentinents and feelings can be well 
taken care of by the curriculum goals. Fourthly, while 
b 
t r e a t i n g the students as i n t e l l e c t u a l equals, we can 
i n i t i a t e the class room wri t ing a c t i v i t y that becomes 
intel lectual ly challenging. 
Peter Grundy and Arthur Brookes hold the view that : 
Any class room activity should satisfy or relate to the 
propfessional, social, personal and intellectual commitment 
of the learner . In keeping with the present data on 
different stages of writing tasks, we find that at a less 
intense level and perhaps less explici t ly, the affective 
element operates. Given the degree of familiarity with the 
top ic , and i t s future relevance for the examination, 
s tudents emotional i n t e r e s t s are driven to adden the 
targeted audience. It allows them to see the writing tasks 
as intel lectually challenging . 
Stage I I I conforms to the emotional interest and also brings 
in overt interests and feelings the nature of the topic 
chosen and the degree of intimacy with i t interests then to 
surface up the hidden depth of p o l i t i c s , cul ture , 
technological developments embedded in their scheme. 
Thus there should be a pragmatic combination of context-
based syllabus and genre-specific syllabus. 
b: 
4.2 READING INTO WRITING 
Davies (1988) emphasizes an approach which combines 'process 
and product centred writing through the integration of 
reading and writing development. That demands an over all 
exposure to bottom up' and topdown analytical and discourse 
level skills. The focus of students attention should move 
from the sentence level structure to the overall 
organization of the target genres. The reading skills would 
enable the students to go into the discourse level, 
rhetorical organization and also the way specific elements 
of the discourse/rhteoric are textualized at sentence and 
word level. 
The experimentation recorded in Ch. Ill shows a degree of 
growth from predicting and perceiving errors, error and the 
phenomenon of awareness from two angles. Stages I & II do 
not give any idea of the overall structure of 
discourse/rhetoric. It is only in stage III the focus is 
oriented in a balanced perspective. This analytical 
approach to reading is transformed into students own writing 
perticularly at the later stages. 
Writing syllabus and genre-based writing courses should 
directly or indirectly encompass students sentence level 
concerns and to further extend into a wider patterning of 
whole discourse.Thus reading repositions itself to acquire a 
h > 
simultaneous role in pushing the writing tasks. In 
excercises related to process writing, a writer transforms 
himself into a reader. Thus there goes on a content shift 
and reshift of writer into reader and reader into writer. 
The multiple number of drafts make the student aware of the 
type of message which he intends to convey. 
Zamel (1992) associates writing and reading as a parallel 
cognitive process and how these two activities interact and 
interplay in making meaningful and active transection from 
the text. 
"Writing, because of its heuristic, generative, 
and recursive nature, allows students to write 
their way into reading and to discover that 
reading shares much in common with writing, that 
reading, too, is an act of composing." 
4.3 SCHEMA THEORY IN WRITING 
Writing poses a complex cognitive operative challenge to a 
student writer who surmounts the constraints involved in it. 
R R Jordan cites (Hartley & Knapper, 1984) the process of 
"getting started, an area of difficulty found in native 
speakers of English. The problem for these native speakers 
emerges on two different counts. Firstly, initiating the 
first, paragraph and secondly the actual physical process 
writing of writing (Physical, strain, cramp etc.). This 
difficulty can be immensely greater for non native speakers 
of English. The pre-writing or pre-composing phase 
undergoes certain laborious, conflict ridden critical mental 
process to conceptualize the submerged state of content and 
structure. Davies quotes (Carell, 1983) that students need 
to have well established content or information schemata, 
and to acquire the necessary rhetorical or formal schemata. 
It is quite clear that what Davies (1988) points out that 
the role of schemata in writing provides, a top level 
framework for structuring the discourse. 'Rumelhat (1984) 
demonstrates the role of even single words in helping to 
generate an appropriate schema for the discourse. (Davies 
1988) . Further, Mary Cipolla Duffy (1985) suggests the use 
of heuristics and schema theor*/ in the writing process. The 
role of schemata is equally crucial in reading like that of 
writing. 
The present experiment on Reformulation Process suggest that 
student keep on restructing and revising the content on this 
basis. 
Schema theory plays an integrative and vital role in 
processing the concepts form.ed in the mind. It helps in 
identifying the cognitive operations in writing. In fact 
the Basic Intellectual functions (Basic thinking skills) are 
manifestation of the schemata. 
b,, 
4.4 DISCOURSE/RHETORIC IN WRITING 
The model-based approach to writing exhibits on interest in 
rhetorical and cohesive manipulation Ron White (1988) . 
Until quite recently, studies in text analysis and 
discourse, sociolinguistics, research cite ample evidence to 
foreground the centrality of global communication (HOC) on a 
wider level of discourse and rhetorical organization. Kaplan 
(1966) cited in Nayef Kharma (1986) points out the studies on 
'Contrastive Rhetoric' comparing English as the target 
language with the student's native language. 
The process writing obviously shifts its interest to such 
rhetorical and discourse level specific technique and 
strategies needed for it. Highlighting the central issues 
of global goals or wider units of communications, it 
describes and explains the potential value of writing. The 
process informed writing should try to adjust and accomodate 
the rhetoric and discourse level communication arising out 
of the ESL students sophistication of ideas in L2 context; 
while an undue concern for smaller units of communication 
like lexis, syntactical units hinders the communicative flow 
of ideas which may otherwise manifest in form of rhetorical 
and discourse level communicative competence. 
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4.5 WRITING EVALUATION 
The traditional grading of essays has restricted the 
teachers attention to mechanical errors to a greater degree. 
That has undermined the students' ability to content-
focussing and information processing strategies. 
But this method of evaluation has been critically reviewed 
and has fallen into an range of modification so as to 
emphasize the human resources of the classroom in writing. 
Sydney Butler (1983) says 
"The emphasis at this point is not on the 
identification and correction of surface erim 
in recognising the potential value of the 
writing..." 
The potential value of writing finds its origin or 
beginnings in student messiness and untidiness of ideas. 
Till that particular point the student is well able to 
locate the clearly defined purpose and message, hii5 
generation of ideas goes through a very complex cognitive 
process of processing information in a selective phased 
manner. This underlines the critical stage. Faced with the 
insurmountable constraints of writing, the writer struggles 
to polish up the final draft proper and effective 
evaluation fulfils the need of satisfaction or reward 
accomplished in writing. As drafting is an o\itcome of 
h: 
successive drafting processes, so also should evaluation 
be. Therefore, it befittingly accords the proportionate 
sense of sstisfaction and merit to the writer. 
Further it encourages the student-writer to be more 
critically aware of the weaknesses and failures in the 
successive stages of writing. It clearly implies, the 
development of the critical faculty of the student-writer. 
Pat O'Connors (1987) describes the nature and degree of 
features response to highlight the relative merit and 
shortcomings. He outlines the process of marking introduced 
at every step. In an evaluation sample he refers to the 
hierarchy of rating marks on the successive versions of the 
draft. 
The evaluation sample corresponds to the relative scales or 
category of in-process drafting potential mentioned below in 
a heirarchical set up. 
Scale 1. denotes Planning skills 
More details 
Fresh new beginning 
" 2. -do- Potential but requires some 
reorganization. 
" 3. -do- Organization, Content details 
are find, but needs small 
improvements. 
" 4. -do- The final write-up is fine but 
nees only a few minor/slight 
corrections. 
Scale 1: Means complete restructuring of the draft with a fresh 
start. 
Scale 2: Moves to the highlighting the of potential but spells 
out the need for some reorganization. 
Scale 3: Appreciative of organization, content details but still 
indicates the need for minor changes. 
Scale 4: Refers to the highest degree of language skills with 
only a few minor or slight corrections to be done. 
The niarks percentage corresponds to the highest, i.e. 100% 
for in-drafting process scale conforming to 2.3.Scale i 
ranks next with 85%. Scale 1.2,3 followed together 
corresponds to 75%. 
b i 
Evaluation or marks on assignment takes a valid account of 
multiple version of in-process of drafting rating scales. 
Thus evaluation of this nature differs from the traditional 
grading of essays since it gives complete weightage to 
revising and restructuring skills. 
To conclude, evaluation system should be an adequate product 
of curriculum focussing on such procedural knowledge in 
order to determine the effectiveness of written 
communication skills. 
4.6 SUMMING UP 
In a nutshell the increasingly complex task of writing 
demands a pragmatic change of bottom-up and topdown policy 
and provision. The policies should reflect process informed 
aproach at various levels and stages in various contexts. 
An enquiry into ESL student writer's affective, physical, 
psychological and cultural perception brings meaningful 
insight into the teaching methodology, materials, policy 
provisions and curriculum objectives. 
Further at a very specific level, writing activity needs to 
be directed and stimulated towards learners' authentic level 
of linguistic proficiency and his functional needs. As a 
result of this, classroom writing demands teachers setting 
J'^  
of realistic and relevant aims to make it a feasible and 
performing process. The goals of such activity must relate 
to more procedural skills and performance, and less to 
linguistic accuracy. 
Student writers must be stimulated, encouraged to acquire 
procedural skills in inculcating self-monitored techniques 
to predict and perceive errors more of global nature. 
Obviously attention on communication formats and grammar 
specific should follow later. The writer must have a 
flexible access to the systematic, non discriminate nature 
of feedback if required, whatever be its nature that follows 
an assumption that writing activity must incorporate the use 
of colloboration and conferencing activities based either on 
the interactions between student and teacher or among 
student themselves. 
Editing should not be treated as an isolated and separate 
activity but an aid to revision-oriented writing 
performance. In this regard there should be provision to 
develop strategies for composing and post composing process 
that would enable the students to elicit the actual intended 
message. 
'J[ 
To varying degrees specific communicative exercises in 
grammar model paragraph, sentence combining scales, criteria 
must be introduced depending upon the nature of classroom 
situations and the student's functional need to learn the 
language. 
Students' need to share their emotional, technical 
difficulties right from the pre-writing stage to the post-
composing phase helps them to struggle with the alienating 
intiinadating, loneliness of writing. 
Duncan Dixon (1986) seems to support the view that writing 
as a process of discovery and process/procedural information 
skills to stress the wider goals of classroom writing. 
"We start with a sometimes foggy notion of what we 
wish to create and continously reasses our initial 
vision in terms of what turns out." 
The variation of tasks under different settings and 
conditions may have a considerable effect on the data 
elicited. An effort to down play the loneliness, difficulty 
and malleability of writing tasks is initiated keeping in 
view with the purpose and audience awareness,- although it 
doesnot surface up as naturally and instinctively as in the 
case is the writing activities has been carried out on a 
continuous basis. 
bJ 
The concern with the process approach does not rule out the 
product-centred writing. The recycling and revising phase 
can be made effective if certain features of model can be 
understood manipulated and applied in the produced text. 
The process informed writing, when recycled, implies the use 
of the syntactical, rhetorical, lexical arrangement of the 
model provided. A careful and non discriminate nature of 
feedback based on models also can be applied. In a process 
informed writing activity, model can be used at a later 
stage to further enhance the process of learning. Any random 
recourse to model may enhance the risk in initiating the 
writing task. Further process informed writing should 
delicately follow a considerable period of incubation 
process so as to rediscover fresh ideas and linguistic 
resources for the desired product. 
U-) 
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